Many species dream, yet there remain many open research questions in the study of dreams. The symbolism of dreams and their interpretation is present in cultures throughout history. Analysis of online data sources for dream interpretation using network science leads to understanding symbolism in dreams and their associated meaning. In this study, we introduce dream interpretation networks for English, Chinese and Arabic that represent different cultures from various parts of the world. We analyze communities in these networks, finding that symbols within a community are semantically related. The central nodes in communities give insight about cultures and symbols in dreams. The community structure of different networks highlights cultural similarities and differences. Interconnections between different networks are also identified by translating symbols from different languages into English. Structural correlations across networks point out relationships between cultures. Similarities between network communities are also investigated by analysis of sentiment in symbol interpretations. We find that interpretations within a community tend to have similar sentiment. Furthermore, we cluster communities based on their sentiment, yielding three main categories of positive, negative, and neutral dream symbols.
INTRODUCTION
Systems in society and nature contain connections that capture useful information and provide insights for our understanding. In particular, representing knowledge as a network offers depth to our understanding of nature and society. Components of these systems can be mapped as a network to analyze. For example networks of drugs [36] and diseases [13] help us to design new drugs and learn more about human diseases. Networks of products are also studied for modeling markets and the economy [17] . Using networks to model brain connectivity helps to understand functional parts of brains and mechanisms of these functional regions [7] . Networks are also useful for understanding human mobility, social relations, political discussion [8] , human dynamics, and society on a large scale [6, 33, 10] . As network science evolves, it also can be seen in novel areas such as cuisine, where it is being used to characterize the eating habits of different cultures [1] , and science of science, where it contributes to our understanding of the emergent relationships between disciplines, scholars, and papers [32] .
Interconnected networks (with multiple connected layers) recently have attracted the interest of the scientific community. Researchers have investigated statistical mechanics [2] and phase transitions of multiplex networks [27] (where there is a 1-1 correspondence between nodes in different layers), diffusion dynamics [14, 29] , and emergence of these networks [25] . Various networks in society can be represented as multiplex networks. Our goal is to advance oneirology (the scientific study of dreams) by building an interconnected network of dream interpretations.
In spite of the universal and common experience of dreaming, its purpose and mechanisms are still largely unknown. One of the earliest scientific studies in oneirology dates from about 300 years ago [28] . Throughout history people have recorded dreams in an attempt to explain their connection with waking life [15] . Content analysis of dreams was studied by psychologists Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, and Calvin Hall [12, 19, 15] . While Freud thought dreams to be aimed at unconscious fulfillment and explained symbols through metaphor, Jung argued that the purpose of dreams were unconscious messages to the self. Calvin Hall collected more than 50,000 dream reports and annotated more than 1,000 of them. He found that dreams all over the world contain similar concepts: the self, other people, and situations [16] . Recently codebooks for dream interpretation and collections of dreams have become available online in the DreamBank database.
1 Dream contents have been analyzed to inves-tigate similarities between dreams and waking life, observing common terms about religion and sexuality [9] . Schweickert [30] built and compared networks of individuals in dreams and waking life. In this study, we collect online data from dream dictionaries and analyze it using network analysis techniques to unveil communities in dream interpretation networks and associations between symbols.
Contributions and outline
In the remainder of the paper we make the following contributions:
• We discuss how we collected and built dream interpretation datasets for three different languages as introduced in § 2.1 and create the first dream interpretation network as described in § 2.2.
• In § 2.3 we show how to build an interconnected multicultural dream network by using dictionary data for dream symbols.
• § 3.1 reports on community detection in dream interpretation networks, and on our analysis of the characteristics of the resulting communities. The central nodes in these communities are inspected to grasp their topics, finding that representative nodes in the same community convey similar messages.
• In § 3.2 we measure node strength and edge weight correlations between layers, finding that dream symbols in different languages have positively correlated properties.
• Finally, § 3.3 highlights the role of sentiment in similar communities in the English network and the clustering of communities with similar happiness scores.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we describe the methodology we followed to collect three datasets of dream interpretations in different cultures and to construct content similarity networks that allow us to study cultural aspects of dream interpretation.
Datasets
To build our dream interpretation datasets for different cultures, we crawled websites of online dream dictionaries from various sources. The crawled Web pages were parsed to extract dreams symbols with their associated interpretations.
Pre-processing techniques specific to each language (described next) were applied to the raw data extracted from Web pages in that language. Information retrieval techniques were then used to convert text into vector space representations, used for building dream interaction networks. To study dreams across different cultures, we selected the three languages and sources below.
English.
The dream dictionary that we crawled 2 contains 1,391 distinct symbols (English terms). We populated our dataset with these symbols and their interpretations. Interpretations of symbols were pre-processed using lemmatization, Porter stemming [26] , and removal of stop-words.
Chinese.
We crawled the content of a website 3 for traditional Chinese dream interpretations and collected the interpretations of about 1,140 distinct symbols. Unlike many languages, Chinese is written without using spaces to separate words. In Chinese text retrieval, segmentation is an important preprocessing step. We used software for segmentation of Chinese text 4 and removed unicode punctuation characters in Chinese.
Arabic.
We collected dream symbols and interpretations in Arabic from a dictionary website 5 containing 2,419 distinct symbols. Arabic retrieval tasks require some effort to clean text data. We used the ISRI Stemmer [34] integrated in the NLTK [3] software package, which enables the removal of stop-words, language-specific dialectics, initial characters, and prefixes.
Building networks
To investigate relations between dream symbols and make comparisons between different cultures, we built dream interpretation networks in each language. These networks are weighted and undirected. Each node i corresponds to a symbol in a dream dictionary and each weight eij to the similarity between interpretation documents for symbols i and j, respectively. Higher weights represent similar interpretations and closer meanings.
For the computation of document similarities we employed a commonly used vector space representation, namely the TF-IDF [18] vector di for the interpretation document of each symbol i. Similarities between document representations are computed by the cosine similarity
where diw is the TF-IDF weight assigned to term w in document vector di and Wi is the set of words in di.
To analyze the resulting weighted networks, we applied a multi-scale backbone extraction technique [31] to remove statistically insignificant edges. In this algorithm, the significance level of edges is controlled by a parameter α. We tuned α for each network to obtain a minimal backbone, i.e, a network containing the minimum number of edges such that all nodes are in a single connected component. The structural properties of the resulting networks are summarized in Table 1 . The networks are of course very different, however they display some structural similarities. All of them have high density and clustering coefficients, and short path lengths. In other words, they are small-world networks [35] . 
Multicultural dream network
Building interconnected networks requires a set of nodes appearing in multiple dream interpretation networks. Direct translation is the easiest method for matching nodes in different networks. We used Google's translation service to translate Arabic and Chinese symbols into English, and employed the English terms to match symbols in different layers.
RESULTS
In this section we carry out community detection for the dream interpretation networks and compute correlations between multiple layers. We observe correlations that points to similarities between different cultures. Finally, we explore the role of emotions in dream interpretations by performing sentiment analysis in the English network.
Communities
Communities provide a more compact representation of large networks [11] . The identification of the central nodes in a community allows us to recognize the role or meaning of the community.
We detected communities in dream interpretation networks by using the Louvain algorithm [4] , as implemented by Guillaume [22] , which performs a greedy optimization of Newman's modularity [24] on a weighted network. The Louvain method was executed 500 times for each network to find the best modularities: 0.24, 0.37, and 0.44 for English, Chinese, and Arabic, respectively.
Since the networks are built from symbol similarities, it is natural to expect that a community should join related symbols corresponding to a shared topic. To identify topics, we extract the central nodes in each community using the eigenvector centrality algorithm, which gives credit to a node by considering both its degree and that of its neighbors [5] . Fig. 2 depicts coarse-grained networks in which nodes represent the communities. An edge between two community nodes has a weight equal to the total weight of the links connecting symbols in the two communities.
According to Hall's cognitive theory of dream symbols [15] , we expected to observe communities containing dream symbols that serve either as warning for the self or reactions to daily life and others. Automatic translation of the symbols helps to determine if these meanings are preserved across networks.
In the English network ( Fig. 2(a) ), the community that contains 'goal,' 'hill,' and 'ladder' is interpreted as achievement after a struggle, while the community labeled 'voices,' 'mailman,' and 'message' represents warning and precaution. The community with symbols 'hiding,' 'guard,' and 'raincoat' means having protection.
The Chinese community in Fig. 2(b) that contains the symbols 'rainbow,' 'poor,' and 'quarrel' tells about good things that will happen in the future, while the one with the nodes 'road accident,' 'woman,' and 'illusion' contains symbols about forewarning and need of life changes. The community labeled 'suicide,' 'walking,' and 'enemies' is interpreted as describing happy life and end of troubles. Note the rough correspondence between the first two example communities mentioned for English and Chinese networks.
In the Arabic network represented in Fig. 2(c) , the role of religious characters and objects are identifiable in distinct communities represented in purple and red. Similarly in the Chinese network, the yellow community contains symbols like 'god' and 'vision.' Content analysis of symbols in DreamBank leads us to similar conclusions about religious dreams [9] .
Given the low reliability of automatic translation, we do not want to make any strong claims about correspondence between interpretations in different cultures. However, we can compare the networks by investigating correlation between strengths and edge weights.
Correlation between layers
One way to look at the structural similarities between dream interpretation networks in different languages is to focus on common nodes (detected by automatic symbol translation) and measure the correlations between properties of these nodes. Let's consider two properties: strength of common nodes and weight of edges connecting pairs of common nodes. We measure Pearson's correlation r. For strength the definition is straightforward. For edge weight the correlation is defined as follows:
, where e A is the average weight of edges in network A. We only consider edges between nodes common to both networks. S A is the set of edges among common nodes that are present in A. Table 2 reports on the numbers of common nodes and edges, as well as correlations between layers. The correlations are not very strong, but positive and significant in almost all cases. These results indicate that interconnected nodes have somewhat similar connectivity: symbols tend to be connected to the same neighbors across languages. Symbols also tend to have similar strength: general (specific) symbols in one language tend to be general (specific) in other languages as well. These results hold whether we consider the backbone or fully connected networks.
Sentiment analysis
Sentiment analysis is an important tool for probing textual data to identify nuanced differences, such as happiness. In dreams, emotions and feelings play important roles in the interpretation of the meaning of symbols. We analyzed the symbol interpretations in each community to study whether communities can be further grouped into larger clusters based on similar sentiment. We computed a happiness score for each symbol using a dataset of happiness scores in English [20] . This dataset contains happiness scores for more than 10,000 English words, each ranging between 1 and 9 (1: least happy, 5: neutral, and 9: most happy). Each interpretation text contains a set of words that has a happiness score in the dataset. The happiness score for the symbol is averaged across the words in the interpretation text.
We further investigated the sentiment properties of the dream network. Building a sentiment similarity network among symbols is infeasible, because we cannot evaluate statistical significance of the similarity between two individual sentiment scores. Therefore, we focused on the relationships between sentimentally similar communities. The symbols in each community produce happiness score samples drawn from the distribution of sentiment. These samples allow us to compute statistical significance (p-values) of differences between community distributions, using two-sample t-tests. The p-values are then used as similarity measures between communities, and passed to an aggregative hierarchical clustering algorithm to join sentimentally similar communities. Fig. 3 reports the similarities between communities and illustrates the dream clusters with similar sentiment. A multiple comparison Kruskal-Wallis test [21] of sentiment scores confirms that the clusters are highly significant. The results are not particularly dependent on the similarity measure; Jensen-Shannon divergence [23] between the distributions yields similar partitions.
The most central symbols in the sentimentally similar communities are illustrated in Table 3 . Each community in the English dream interpretation network deserves investigation. Interpretations of symbols in C1 concern fresh starts and new beginnings; C4 mostly deals with warnings about upcoming life changes and suggests awareness to surrounding events. C7 contains symbols that describe forms of protection. These three communities concern change, forewarning, and protection from the unexpected. Similarly, we analyzed the symbols in communities C2 and C5, which have the lowest sentiment scores. These symbols deal with troubles in life and personal relationships and encountering highly stressful situations. The last group of communities has the highest sentiment scores. Symbols in communities C0 and C3 are associated with strong emotions about specific situations and others. C6 contains symbols dealing with ambition for reaching targets or achieving success. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we introduced the concept of a dream interpretation network. Our study bridges network science and oneirology; properties of communities were investigated using network science and sentiment analysis techniques. Our analysis was carried out on multiple networks in different languages to investigate the role of culture in the associations of dream symbols. We sought to understand communities in dream interpretation networks, and our findings support Hall's cognitive theory of dreams.
We built a multicultural dream network by identifying interconnections between language layers. Nodes with inter- connections are sparse compared to the overall network due to our reliance on automatic translation to match symbols in different languages. We also explored the identification of interconnections by using a Thesaurus Web service available online. 6 Such an approach did not improve the correlations between layers, possibly because this Web service does not sort synonyms by their confidence. In the future, it would be interesting to investigate cross-cultural relations by using other online resources, such as Wikipedia.
A more detailed analysis with different algorithms of community detection in the multilayer symbols network is left for future studies. Symbols such as 'water,' 'teeth,' and 'flying' have multiple explanations depending on actors or associated colors and other context. They will require extensive analysis for deeper understanding. Content analysis of user-reported dreams have been carried out to identify words associated with diverse emotions [9] . It would also be desirable to study the co-occurence of symbols in dreams to derive a better understanding of associations between symbols.
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